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DELOITTE: U.S. RETAIL IS ALIVE AND KICKING
RETAILERS HAVE TO FOLLOW SHOPPERS
  With announcements of store closings and malls 
with lots of vacancies, you’ve probably seen repeated 
business headlines declaring a “retail apocalypse” or 
“retail meltdown.” But Deloitte reports that the business 
reality shaping the retail industry outlook is quite different. 
Consumer spending is increasing and shifting among a 
range of formats and channels for differing reasons—an 
indication that the retail sector is evolving again. 
   Analysis by Deloitte says pragmatic adoption 
of advanced technologies presents retailers 
with ample opportunities to innovate across their 
value chains. Its analysts cite some important 
retail trends. For example, inventive business 
partnerships have the potential to generate 
additional revenue streams while providing an 
ever-changing experience where the consumer 
feels in control of their journey. Internet of Things (IoT) 
connectivity could empower consumers to check store 
inventory online while in transit and reserve products for 
purchase or pickup. Digital demand and supply networks 
might shorten timeframes and reduce costs for at home 
or in-store deliveries. Augmented, virtual, and mixed 
reality may help retailers further create an endless aisle 
and offer more enhanced options in-store or at home. But 
retailers can’t sit still while the world changes.
  The good news for retailing is the anticipation that 
consumers will spend confidently throughout 2018. Market 
growth is projected to reach a healthy 3.2% to 3.8%—but 
that comes with heated competition among store formats, 
channels, and players expected to continue.
   Consumers are enjoying an ever-increasing proliferation 
of choices—larger established brands reforming with 
both online and in-store operations; and newer online 
or application-based only entrants are emerging. Not 
surprisingly, say the Deloitte analysts, consumers continue 
to hold elevated expectations for their shopping experience.
   Brick-and-mortar formats and the need for real employees 
will not disappear amid the wave of digital shopping 
experiences, the latest Deloitte analysis emphasizes. For 
many retailers, the workforce will serve an increasingly 
important dual in-store and online role. “However, retailers 
should realize that in order to realize profitable growth in 
today’s highly competitive blended environment—where 
digital has the potential not only to influence, but also to 
capture market share—they would do well to contemplate 
a renewed strategy,” the report says. That may involve 
customer behavior analysis, value proposition recalibration 
and/or operational model redesign.
   But these changes come as the economy is likely to 
continue to grow at a moderate 2.0-2.5% rate in 2018. A 
key source of strength is consumers, who have benefitted 
from a strong labor market and rising incomes—and who 
are the linchpin to the strong near- and long-term retail 
industry outlook, say the Deloitte analysts.

ADVERTISER NEWS
  HelloFresh North American president Tobias Hartmann told 
Food Dive that the company will likely overtake Blue Apron 
as the U.S. meal kit market leader by this year’s second 
quarter. Over the past year, HelloFresh has grown its global 
consumer base by 52% to 1.28 million, and has grown its 
revenue 48%....Remington, one of the largest firearms 
makers in the U.S., said on Monday it will file for a Chapter 

11 bankruptcy deal as part of a plan to lower its 
debt and turn around its slumping business. The 
move comes amid declining sales linked in part 
to reduced fears among gun owners that the 
U.S. government will impose more regulations 
on buying firearms...If you’re a fan of corny 
Valentines, then you may want to stop at your 
local KFC this week. The fried chicken chain is 
celebrating by offering customers free limited-

edition Valentines featuring its founder, Colonel Sanders, 
a funny KFC-related heartwarming message and a scratch 
‘n’ sniff that lets you “indulge in the heavenly aroma of the 
Colonel’s 11 herbs and spices” with that special someone...
Shares of Dollar Tree and Dollar General both dropped 
on Monday after President Donald Trump unveiled a plan 
which would slash cash payments to people receiving 
government assistance, and substitute them with packages 
of food — potentially one of the biggest shake-ups in the 
history of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, 
or SNAP. The dollar chains are vulnerable to the changes 
because they cater to less affluent shoppers. Food stamps 
account for roughly 5 percent of sales at both stores...A 
bleak holiday season has led Barnes & Noble to lay off 
employees. Barnes & Noble would not give specifics on the 
number of employees affected, the types of positions that 
were cut or the markets that were impacted....Target will 
begin offering home delivery through Shipt of groceries, 
essentials, electronics, toys and other products in its 
hometown starting March 1. This will be one of the first new 
markets for Shipt since it was purchased by Minneapolis-
based Target late last year — and will be followed by many 
more in coming months....Big Lots has appointed Stephen 
Haffer as senior vice president and chief customer officer.  
Big Lots operates 1,416 stores in 47 states...Amazon laid 
off workers at its corporate campus but says it’s part of its 
annual planning process, making headcount adjustments 
across the company involving small reductions in a few 
areas. Amazon employs around 300,000 people in the 
U.S....Restaurant Brands International reported a net 
income of $626.1 million for the fiscal and calendar year 
2017, up from $345.6 million in 2016, despite a decrease 
in same-store sales at two of its three restaurant concepts. 
Same-store sales at Tim Hortons were down 0.1 percent 
for the year. Popeye’s Louisiana Kitchen, acquired in 
March 2017, reported a decrease of 1.5 percent. The 
largest brand, Burger King, saw comp sales growth of 3.1 
percent, says nrn.com.
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NETWORK NEWS
   NBC has fired Joshua Cooper Ramo after the 
commentator offended locals during the coverage of the 
PeyongChang Winter Olympics opening ceremony. 
“Joshua Cooper Ramo has completed his responsibilities 
for NBC in PyeongChang, and will have no further 
role on our air,” an NBC spokesman said in an email to 
Reuters. Ramo strayed into the sensitive issue of Japan-
South Korean relations during coverage of the Opening 
Ceremony. Ramo, who has written books on China and is 
a corporate director of Starbucks Corporation and FedEx 
Corporation, said as athletes paraded 
into the Games stadium on Friday that 
“every Korean will tell you that Japan is 
a cultural, technological, and economic 
example that has been so important 
to their own transformation.” Koreans 
around the world criticized his remarks 
on social media and a petition soon 
circulated online. Japan, which colonized 
the Korean peninsula from 1910 to 1945, 
has left a deep legacy of mistrust and 
ill-feeling in South Korea……The major 
broadcast networks are deep into the new pilot season with 
a total of 74 pilots being ordered. Forty-five of the pilots are 
dramas and 29 are comedies. ABC has the most with 9 
comedies and 13 dramas. CBS has 8 comedies and 10 
dramas on order, while NBC has 6 comedies and 8 dramas 
in the works. Fox has ordered 6 comedies and 8 dramas, 
while the CW has 9 dramas in its pipeline. The pilot season 
is heavy with reboots with new versions of Cagney and 
Lacey, Magnum P.I., and Murphy Brown in development 
at CBS. NBC is redoing the Greatest American Hero 
and the CW network is bringing back Charmed and 
Roswell……Actor Timothy Busfield (thirtysomething) 
is set to guest star in ABC’s political drama Designated 
Survivor when it returns on Wednesday, February 28th at 
10 PM (ET). Busfield will play Dr. Adam Louden, a therapist 
brought in by the senior staff to offer help to the grieving 
President Kirkman, played by Kiefer Sutherland, following 
the death of his on-screen wife (Natascha McElhone) in 
a car accident……The Tuesday, January 23rd edition of 
NBC’s This Is Us doubled its adult 18-49 rating in the 
Nielsen Live+7 measurement.  The primetime hit went 
from a 2.6 Live Same Day rating to a 5.2. It also picked up 
an additional 7.1 million viewers growing to 16.58 million 
total viewers. Both numbers represent the largest Live+7 
gains that NBC has ever seen. This Is Us was the top show 
for the week in both measures. 9-1-1 on Fox also had a 
big gain in the demo. The freshman show jumped from a 
1.6 same day rating to a 3.1. The show also added 4.7 
million total viewers, bringing its seven-day total to 11.27 
million……NBC’s Saturday Night Live took home the 
WGA award for the best Comedy/Variety Sketch Series 
on Sunday night. Additionally, NBC’s episode of Will & 
Grace called Rosario’s Quinceanera won the award for the 
best Episodic Comedy. ABC’s long-running soap opera 
General Hospital was the winner of the best Daytime 
Drama award, while NBC’s Hollywood Game Night won 
the award for best Quiz and Audience Participation series.

AVAILS
   The Fox O&O in Houston, TX, is seeking a Local Sales 
Manager for the sale of advertising time and digital assets 
to local/regional clients and agencies and to achieve/exceed 
station goals on all media platforms—television, internet, 
mobile & digital channels. Knowledge of marketing, retail 
and competitive media, ratings, pricing and budgeting are 
essential with ability to motivate a local team. Candidates 
must be detail and deadline oriented.  Follow THIS LINK for 
more info or to apply now.  EOE/M/F/Veteran/Disabled.
   WLNE/ABC6 in Providence, RI is seeking a Traffic 

Manager to manage and oversee 
all traffic functions for its operation. 
The Traffic Manager will actively 
manage advertising, promotional, and 
programming inventory and content for 
WLNE/ABC`s program log and report 
to the General Sales Manager. The 
successful applicant should be proficient 
in WideOrbit Traffic, Microsoft Office, 
have superior organizational/detail 
skills and the ability to manage multiple 
priorities.  Send resume and cover letter 

(stating referring source) to: cantonio@abc6.com.  EOE
   November Studios, the Agency of Record for Whitetail 
Properties TV seeks an experienced Account Executive 
to join our sales team. We’re looking for a driven, solutions-
based seller who is eager to develop new business. If you 
have a passion for the outdoors, are highly motivated and a 
creative thinker who thrives in a fast-paced environment, we 
want to hear from you. Media sales experience, Broadcast 
TV sales preferred. Proficiency with Microsoft Office Suite 
products required.  CLICK HERE to apply.  No calls.  EOE.
   ABC 7 Chicago WLS-TV seeks an experienced and 
energetic Digital Sales Executive to sell multi-platform 
verticals for advertising. This self-motivated seller and 
proactive team player will serve as the Digital Sales 
Manager and oversee revenue growth, development of 
digital strategies across multi-platforms. This person will build 
and cultivate strong business relationships with dedicated 
digital ad agencies and direct clients, while assisting sales 
reps. BA in business, marketing, communications or related 
field, and a minimum 5+ years’ digital sales experience 
required.  CLICK HERE to apply now.  EOE.
   Can you find and develop customers? Do you enjoy 
integrated advertising campaigns with top notch products?  
If so, then we have a rare opening available for an account 
executive who understands integrated advertising 
elements. KMOV, a Meredith company in Market #21, is 
one of the top CBS affiliates in the country and considered 
a market leader with premier news and programming that 
includes NFL, PGA, NCAA, and cutting edge digital products. 
CLICK HERE to apply - look for job JR04456. EOE.
  NBC 4, KVOA TV in sunny Tucson AZ seeks a Local 
Sales Manager. If you are motivated by leading the 
top sales team in town, look no further. This is a unique 
opportunity to lead the top billing station in town for the 
past 15 straight years. We provide great tools like Marshall 
Marketing and Jim Doyle and Asc.to retain and grow our 
existing and new client base. You provide the leadership, 
new ideas, a positive attitude, energy and the desire to 
WIN!  E-mail info to: jgreen@kvoa.com EOE.
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John McDowell

I went to correspondence 
school. That was terrible.  No 
school spirit, and our school 

color was manila.

https://foxtv.taleo.net/careersection/houston/jobdetail.ftl?job=18000018&tz=GMT-05%3A00
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https://www.whitetailproperties.com/careers/broad
https://jobs.disneycareers.com/job/chicago/digital-sales-manager/391/6231201
http://www.meredith.com/viewjobopenings
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THIS AND THAT
   AdAge quotes Lyle Schwartz, GroupM’s president of 
investment, saying the CPM for Super Bowl LII worked 
out to $109.48, a figure derived from the broadcast’s live 
household rating and an average unit cost of $5 million per 
30-second spot. For the sake of comparison, Super Bowl 
XLVIII, which aired in 2014 on Fox, fetched an $81 CPM. 
In other words, in just four years, the cost of reaching 1,000 
Super Bowl viewers has skyrocketed 35 percent, while the 
average household rating and number of viewers who tuned 
in dropped 8 percent......According to the Wall Street Journal, 
Comcast executives are considering the 
revival of their bid for 21st Century Fox 
assets, which ended in December when 
Fox accepted Disney’s $54.2 billion offer. 
Comcast may be able to create a counter-
proposal that eases Murdoch’s regulatory 
concerns, according to FierceCable....
DirecTV is raising the price of its NFL 
Sunday Ticket games package, despite 
concern over ongoing erosion of the 
pro football league’s TV audience base. 
According to TVAnswerMan blogger 
Phillip Swan, AT&T-owned DirecTV will up the full-season 
price of the package by $12 to $293.94…. Economic and 
consumer confidence have jumped to four-year highs. The 
overall Rasmussen Reports Economic Index rose nearly 
seven points from 139.3 in January to 145.9 for February.

DONE DEALS  
  Sunrise Advertising, a full-service advertising agency 
has announced that Bill Mann has joined the agency as 
Director of Business Development. Before joining Sunrise, 
Mann managed business development at the PPS Group, a  
production, post and animation studio as well as Tagopolis, 
a leading-edge solution for broadcast and web asset 
customization and distribution for high volume advertisers. 
He was also regional account manage at Curtis, Inc. and a 
local account executive at the Cincinnati Enquirer.

AVAILS
   KCCI, the market-leading Hearst Television CBS affiliate 
in Des Moines, IA is seeking an experienced National 
Sales Manager.  This is a leadership role encompassing 
national revenue management.  You will work in one of 
America’s most-recognized cities for business climate and 
quality of life.  The ideal candidate will have keen attention 
to detail and be able build client relationships.  KCCI offers 
“best in class” multi-platform products, a challenging work 
environment, and excellent compensation.  CLICK HERE 
to apply. EOE. Check THIS out.

   The New England Sports Network 
seeks a National Sales Manager to 
represent the definitive source for New 
England Sports programming NESN 
throughout the country and among 
our existing national client base. 
The NSM will lead and motivate the 
national sales team to exceed their 
goals and assist the AEs whenever 
needed. The ideal candidate will 
have keen attention to detail and be 
organized. Must be able build client 

relationships, be excellent in broadcast sales negotiation, 
and able handle multiple tasks simultaneously. Apply now 
or get more info HERE.  EOE.
   WLKY, Hearst’s CBS affiliate in Louisville, KY, seeks an 
enterprising, results-oriented AE to sell advertising across 
our market-leading platforms. The ideal candidate thrives in a 
goal-oriented, team environment. If you 
are motivated by an excellent product, 
great compensation, and working with a 
talented team of professionals, look no further. We provide 
the tools for powerful multi-platform marketing solutions that 
will create partnerships to retain and grow our existing and 
new client base. You provide a positive attitude, client focus, 
and the desire to WIN!  APPLY HERE.  EOE.
   NCC Media in Atlanta is looking for an Account 
Executive. Qualified candidates should possess experience 
in media sales/media management with previous cable 
and/or electronic media experience strongly preferred. 
Responsibilities include calling directly on agency personnel 
to represent NCC Media affiliates in the sale of cable 
advertising time to the national clients. Excellent written, oral 
and presentation skills are necessary as well as knowledge 
of competition, trends and research materials. Send resume 
to: openingsatlanta@nccmedia.com. EOE

AUTO FUEL RULE UNDER FIRE
   It is well known that the Trump Administration is looking 
to ease future fuel economy standards—a move strongly 
favored by auto makers. Now Bloomberg is reporting on 
just how big the cut is likely to be: A fleet average of 35.7 
miles per gallon (MPG) by 2026; Down from the 46.6 mpg 
standard set during the Obama Administration. The EPA 
projects an average of 25.2 mpg for 2017 model year light 
vehicles sold in the U.S. 
   A spokesperson for the California Air Resources Board 
told Bloomberg it hadn’t received the proposal, but is 
committed to defending tougher standards. That could put 
the Golden State on a collision course with the feds as the 
auto industry seeks to have a single standard nationwide.
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FunnyTweeter.com

I think a fun answer, 
when asked about your 

weaknesses in a job 
interview, would be  

“you’ll see”

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
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